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 The author's sympathetic however upbeat approach and skillful
explanations of the internal world of children in the syndrome mix make
this an invaluable companion for parents, teachers, professionals, and
other people who needs fast and to-the-point guidance on children with
special needs. Dr. He presents effective behavioral strategies for
responding to children who screen traits of these disorders?whether at
home, at school, or in other settings?along with case vignettes and
useful tips. Kutscher provides accessible information on causes,
symptoms, interactions with other conditions, and treatments.Kids in the
Syndrome Blend is a concise, scientifically up-to-date, all-in-one
guideline to the whole range of often co-existing neuro-behavioral
disorders in kids?from interest deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
obsessive-compulsive disorder, and bipolar disorder, to autistic
spectrum disorders, non-verbal learning disabilities, sensory
integration complications, and executive dysfunction.
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I like it! useful. Provided great insight in how exactly to see through
your kids eyes. I would recommend this book to anyone who has a child
with special needs or a teacher or counselor who works with children
with special needs. specifically with how common these disorders are!
they affect practically each and every one of us to some extent or
another; to somebody we know or are linked to; Children in the Syndrome
Mix This book is a must read for classroom teachers. This is such a good
book, I am actually keeping it rather than trading it in or selling it
back. GREAT RESOURCE! Finally, a book which makes sense of my child! It
really is one that you browse a chapter or two and then choose it up at
another time. My son includes a rare form of epilepsy known as Dravet
Syndrome. HE'S one of these kids in the syndrome mix. Children with
Dravet syndrome have many similar "characteristics", syndromes. This
book assists me, as a mother or father, commence to make sense of most
of the different syndromes. However, the most important aspect of this
book, for me personally, is the advice on how to modify/deal with these
"weird" features of my son, how to "parent" and "change" these
behaviors, how to correctly "react." Screaming, yelling, berating, do
not work, this book gives suggestions on what will work.We appreciate
that this book is written in easy to understand language, especially
when We am so overwhelmed by all the details bombarding me constantly as
I seek to understand my kid and his condition. Five Stars GREAT Book!
Extremely informative! I've quoted parts to others as well.! This book
was an excellent resource for us! Great book This book answered lots of
questions that we had. Our child has serious ADHD plus various other
disorders. Recommend it. i absolutely think it is a must browse for
teachers anywhere and almost everywhere, let alone parents or any
caregiver of most children. Great Details for Parents and Teachers I
actually am an elementary college teacher, and I can't tell you just how
many times I reference this book.! The author is an advocate for kids
with these difficult disorders, and he explains things with techniques
that helps me understand their struggles. I'd like to find EVERYONE read
this publication and see why ALL CHILDREN deserve a fighting
possibility. our sons, daughters, sisters, brothers. Parents with kids
who don't quite suit " the mold" will see this book useful. It is not a
book you can just sit back and read such as a novel. This is a book that
I will treasure and that I'll refer to again and again later on. It
explains factors in "english" not really doctor speak.! This book really
helped us to comprehend why our child acts just how he will and how
exactly to help him.I highly recommend this reserve to any parent of a
particular needs child, and then I would strongly suggest that those in
the institution system who work with this child also browse this great
little reserve. They do recommend threee chapters that are a must read
and the others it is possible to read as you can it. Fantastic Book!
even with the DSM changes. I recommend this reserve to anyone seeking to
understand the people around them and how to better talk to them so



neither party feels sad or guilty! This book made therefore much sense!
Allows you to understand all issues and you may see that our child does
not have just one sign and will blend over some of these other
diagnosis. Four Stars Very helpful, but a little hard to comprehend in
locations for a normal person.
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